NAME OF ANIMAL: UCONN FLINTSTONE 2316
REGISTRY NO.: A2070381
SEX: Cow
BIRTH DATE: 04/28/2023
MEMBER CODE: A-106650
OWNER: Univ Of Connecticut  Storrs CT

---

**ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION**

- **Name:** UCONN FLINTSTONE 2316
- **Birth Date:** 04/28/2023
- **Reg Code:** A2070381
- **Breed:** Cow
- **Member Code:** A-106650
- **Owner:** Univ Of Connecticut  Storrs CT

---

**ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION**

- **Name:** UCONN FLINTSTONE 2316
- **Birth Date:** 04/28/2023
- **Reg Code:** A2070381
- **Breed:** Cow
- **Member Code:** A-106650
- **Owner:** Univ Of Connecticut  Storrs CT

---

**PERFORMANCE PEDIGREE**

| CED | BW | WW | YW | RWADG | DMI | YH | SC | Doc | Clbw | Angle | PAP | HS | HP | CEM | Hbk | MW | MH | $EN | CW | Marb | RE | Fat | Grp/Pg | U | Grp/Pg |
|-----|----|----|----|-------|-----|----|----|-----|-----|------|----|---|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| I+7 | +1.7 | +1.5 | +.55 | +96 | .05 | .05 | .05 | +23 | +42 | +49 | +1.53 | +.49 | +15.1 | +16 | +25 | +21 | +1  | +5 | +14 | +23 | +.05 | +.05 |
| S+10 | +1.5 | +60 | +106 | +.22 | +91 | +.8 | +.7 | +23 | +42 | +49 | +1.53 | +.49 | +15.1 | +16  | +25  | +21 | +1  | +5 | +14 | +23 | +.05 | +.05 |
| D+4 | +1.0 | +49 | +86 | .34 | .54 | .47 | .37 | .33 | .44 | .39 | .35 | .27 | .27 | .28 | .30 | .34 | .38 | .40 | .41 | .36 | .36 | .32 |
| m+16 | +.28 | +12 | +21 | .16 | .28 | .12 | .12 | .18 | .10 | .18 | .10 |

---

**SIRE**

CONNEALY CONSENSUS 7229  
AAA #*16447771

**DAM**

CONNEALY BLACK GRANITE  
AAA #*17028963 [PDF]

---

**OFFSPRING**

- **Name:** RALLY BLACK CEDAR 0102  
  AAA 17130303

---

**CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT**

AAA #*15848422

---

**PERFORMANCE**

- **Calving Ease:** 1. No Assistance  2. Some Assistance  3. Mechanical Assistance  4. Caesarean Section  5. Abnormal Presentation

---

**AS OF 9/28/2023**

---

**AS OF 9/27/2023**